HONG KONG RIDING CLUB

Results from the Jumping Competition on 26th January 2019

Novice Class
1st Poppy Anderson – Boomerang
2nd Lucy Armitage – Eiluns Josie
3rd Chloe Phipps – Lucy
4th Gladys Lam Yan Tung – Eiluns Josie
5th Ingrid Watkins – Lucy
6th Jade Ng – Chatterbox

Intermediate Class
1st Charlotte Fernandez – Boomerang
2nd Anya Law – Lucy
3rd Mia Phipps – Boomerang

Advanced Class
1st Sophie Ireland – Royal Prince
2nd Victoria Miquel – Roxy
3rd Katreesa Lam – Rosie
4th Cherise Huetinck – Roxy
5th Chiara De’eb – Zoraya
6th Anise Walker – Boomerang

Open Class
1st Jessica Tee – Kirkebjergs Rocca
2nd Ashley Gale – Zoraya
3rd Rachel Freeman - Toby